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This meticulously crafted and searing critique of pro wrestling is unlike any wrestling book
published: Chokehold is a penetrating description of pro wrestlings dark side, a secret
underworld of deception, exploitation and greed. </p.The storyteller is Big Jim Wilson, All-
American football player and survivor of seven years in the NFL, who was promised wealth and
the world championship as pro wrestler. Instead, Jim Wilson found a surprisingly lucrative sports
entertainment industry built on a pyramid of secrets that included abusive control of its
performers and a long history of illegal business practices and corruption of politicians and state
athletic commissions. Chokehold describes and documents the abuses that Jim Wilson
witnessed and endured blacklisting, strong-arm tactics, homosexual blackmail, defiance of the
U.S. Justice Department and bribery of TV executives and arena managers. Chokehold is an
explosive indictment of the pro wrestling industrys business practices as well as a thoughtful
proposal for pro wrestlings reform.This book is not a conventional expos of pro wrestlings
orchestrated stunts, gimmicks and blade jobs. Instead, it is an unprecedented examination of
pro wrestlings less visible cons outside the ring -- its hidden manipulation of wrestlers with
broken promises and broken bones and a backstage power of the pencil that writes scripts for
wrestler stardom or extinction. Chokehold describes a secret slice of the wrestling life where
traveling troupes of heels and babyfaces understand how they got into the game, but cannot find
a way up or out. This is the story of why and how the big guys almost always lose.Chokehold is
part autobiography and part pro wrestling history. Written in wrestlespeak (the industrys insider
argot), it is dedicated to the memory of the older boys whose broken bodies and shattered lives
should have taught us something. In addition to Jim Wilsons experiences in The Business, this
book reviews significant but forgotten episodes in the wrestling industrys long history of
gangland tactics. The industrys infamous blacklist is revisited by revealing the dozens of
wrestlers from the past whose names were on it. The industrys history of predatory promotional
wars in California, Georgia, Texas and Virginia is told with FBI reports obtained through a
Freedom of Information Act request. From court documents, this book names compromised
state athletic commissions, TV station managers and local politicians from wrestlings viewpoint,
the best that money could buy.There are many famous wrestling names in this book --Gorgeous
George, Lou Thesz, Jack Brisco, the Funk brothers, Dusty Rhodes, Bruiser Brody, Bill Watts and
others. Another is The Sheik (Eddie Farhat), who says: There aint no nice guys in this business.
There aint no people theres dollars! Another is Jim Wilsons tag team partner Thunderbolt
Patterson who warned Jim, The wrestling business takes advantage of anybody who has any
notoriety or ability. You got to understand that wrestlers are worse than whores. They are
pimped. They use you as long as they possibly can or as long as you dont complain. When you
complain, they get rid of you.Another is Jim Wilsons friend The Magnificent Zulu (Ron Pope)
who summarizes his career this way: Its such a crooked business. The guys [wrestlers] are a
bunch of crooks. They steal from the marks and the promoters steal from them. The guys



[wrestlers] want to be stars! Theyll do anything theyll cut throats for it. Actually, wrestlers dont
have to be paid. All they need is a couple of six packs of beer a night and a nice looking ring rat
with a good body. Or, drugs and a ring rat. Its not the money. Its being a star! Its the glory and the
pussy!This book confronts the wrestling industrys traditional practice of punishing wrestlers who
refuse
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“Attitude problem? Yeah, I’ve got an attitude problem. So did George Washington. And Abe
Lincoln. So did Martin Luther King. So did Lech Walesa. Anybody who fights for human or civil
rights has an attitude problem. That’s OK I figure I’m in pretty good company.” - Big Jim
Wilson.Chokehold, Pro Wrestlings Real Mayhem Outside the Ring peals apart the secret world
of pro wrestling from inside the ring. The storyteller is James Milligan Wilson, All-American
football player, survivor of seven years in the NFL and pro wrestler for over 15 years. This book
retraces Wilson’s journey from legitimate athletic stardom to the sleazy circuit of pro wrestling
where he was promised the world championship and wealth. Wilson reveals not only the mat
game’s intriguing secrets about how the audience is entertained with orchestrated scripts and
stunts but also wrestling’s less visible cons - the industry’s exploitation of wrestlers, its history of
illegal business practices and its corruption of state athletic commissions. Wrestling’s needed
reforms are identified with specific proposals.“The wrestling business takes advantage of
anybody who has any notoriety or ability. You got to understand that wrestlers are worse than
whores. They are pimped. They use you as long as they possibly can or as long as you don’t
complain. When you complain, they get rid of you.” - Thunderbolt Patterson, former wrestling
champion.“Wrestling operated under some of the most unfair working conditions in the country. I
don’t know how they got away with it for so many years. The WWF was supposed to change
things, but it hadn’t turned out that way.” - Jesse Ventura, former wrestler (now Minnesota
Governor).“When it comes to paychecks, muscle bound pro wrestlers have no leverage.” -
Forbes Magazine.“How does wrestling or at least the WWF, treat its own? It’s no babyface, that’s
for sure.” - Sports Illustrated.“It’s such a crooked business. The guys [wrestlers] are a bunch of
crooks. They steal from the marks and the promoters steal from them.. The guys [wrestlers] want
to be stars! They’ll do anything - they’ll cut throats for it. Actually, wrestlers dorít have to be paid..
All they need is a couple of six packs of beer a night and a nice looking ring rat with a good body.
Or, drugs and a ring rat. Its not the money. Its being a star! Its the glory and the pussy”” -
Magnificent Zulu, former wrestler.“The human costs have escalated totally out of control. The
rehab visits, the near fatal car crashes, the overdoses and the flukes are way out of hand . . . the
wrestlers, more than ever before, are pawns of an ugly system with no.o insurance, no.o
collective bargaining and unsafe working conditions.” - Dave Meltzer, wrestling journalist.About
the authors - Jim Wilson’s distinguished collegiate football career brought recognition as a 1964
consensus All-American offensive and defensive tackle for his play at the University of Georgia.
He was elected to the 1965 NFL All-Rookie Team as a member of the San Francisco 49ers, the
University of Georgia All-Decade Football Team, University of Georgia All-Time Team, and
Helms Athletic Foundation Hall of Fame. Wilson played two years with the 49ers, one season
with the Atlanta Falcons and four years with the Los Angeles Rams. Wilson was named to the
Georgia State Sports Hall of Fame in 2001 and the Western Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame in
2002. Wilson’s experiences in wrestling resulted in Federal antitrust litigation against the
wrestling industry, and he later established a union for pro wrestlers and campaigned to
establish an athletic commission to regulate pro wrestling in Georgia. Today, Jim Wilson works in



commercial and residential real estate in Georgia and South Carolina.Weldon Johnson is a
Chicago sociologist who studied and taught criminology and sociology of law for 25 years at
several universities, and was associated with two Presidential commissions that investigated
underworld criminal justice and public policy.In Support of Jim Wilson’sWrestling Reforms
—“Because you are a former professional football player and a long time member of the
National Football League Players Association, you understand the need to protect all
professional athletes from disabling injuries and further, to afford them some protection from the
unscrupulous promoters who have historically taken advantage of young and inexperienced
professional athletes. The National Football League Players Association, representing 4,000
active and retired NFL players, applauds your stalwart effort to secure fair treatment for
professional wrestlers and boxers.”- Gene Upshaw, Executive director, National Football League
Players Association.“If I can ever be of help, let me know.”-Ronald Reagan, former President of
the United States.“With a combined experience of over 45 years in professional wrestling and
over five years of hard work invested in the passage of legislation to improve the safety of this
popular support, Jim Wilson and Thunderbolt Patterson have the knowledge and commitment
required to serve successfully on the [Georgia State Boxing and Wrestling] Commission.”-
Andrew Young, Civil Rights Leader and former U.S. Congressman, US Ambassador to United
Nations and Mayor of Atlanta.“I share your concerns and agree that all professional athletic
events should be governed by adequate health and safety standards. As governor, I will
undertake a full review of your proposals to see if we can find a way to fit them within the cost
constraints of the state budget.” -Zell Miller, former Georgia Governor and currently US. Senator
from Georgia·“As someone who has fought for freedom and dignity all my life, I can certainly
relate to your struggles in professional wrestling and to your quest to establish a wrestling
commission in Georgia. I salute your efforts to form a union on the national level to protect and
upgrade the position of the performers. I whole-heartedly endorse and support your effortsand
look forward to working with you to change the “independent contractor” status that now prevails
in pro wrestling.”-John Lewis, U.S. Congressman from Georgia.“I certainly understand and share
your concern for the health and safety of professional wrestlers. As Governor, I would give
careful consideration to such legislation should it be passed by the General Assembly.”-Roy E.
Barnes, former Governor of Georgia.“All through my legislative career, I have been supportive of
efforts to set standards of conduct for various occupational groups. I would certainly be
supportive of establishing a commission to ensure the safety of all those who participate in the
boxing and wrestling professions.”- Johnny Isakson, U.S. Congressman from Georgia.“ . . . I think
Big Jim Wilson and Thunderbolt Patterson should be the people in the State of Georgia to hold
two seats on the newly formed Wrestling Commission . . . they represent a symbol of unity and
harmony between the races.”-Hamilton E. Holmes, M.D. With Charlane Hunter·, the first black
student to enter and graduate from the University of Georgia.“The Concerned Black Clergy of
Metro Atlanta, Georgia has always been in support of issues which uphold, encourage and
protect human rights. Therefore, we support and salute you in your endeavor to establish a



wrestling commission in Georgia. We also agree with the need to organize a union on a national
level to protect and upgrade the position of professional wrestlers.”-Rev. McKinely Young,
President, Concerned Black Clergy of Metro Atlanta.“I firmly believe that all professionals should
be accorded just and dignified treatment. I commend your efforts to establish a wrestling
commission in the State of Georgia as well as a national union to protect the rights of
professional wrestlers. I gladly endorse these and similar attempts to protect human dignity.”-
Most Rev. Eugene A.. Marino, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Atlanta.PRO WRESTLING’S
REAL MAYHEM OUTSIDE THE RINGJIM WILSONA/K/A “THE PITTSBURGH B ULLDOG,”
“BIG J IM WILSON, THEALL-AMERICAN KID”AND “THE MASKED AVENGER”&WELDON T. J
OHNSONCopyright © 2003 by Weldon T. Johnson & James M. WilsonLibrary of Congress Num
ber:2002094069Hardcover1-4010-7218-6Softcover1-4010-7217-8eBook9781462811724All
rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the copyright owner.This book
was printed in the United States of America.To order additional copies of this book,
contact:Xlibris Corporation1-888-795-4274Orders@Xlibris.com16279-
JOHNContentsPROLOGUEChapter 1T H E E N D O F K A Y F A B EChapter 2R E Q U I E M
F O R A N A L L - A M E R I C A NChapter 3C A R E A N D F E E D I N G O F A B A B Y
F A C EChapter 4P O W E R O F T H E P E N C I LChapter 5B L A C K M A I L A N D B L A
C K B A L LChapter 6T H E B A T T L E F O R A T L A N T AChapter 7U N M A S K I N G T
H E C O N S P I R A C YChapter 8S H O O T I N G M A T C H E SChapter 9P O L I T I C A
L S L E E P E R H O L D SChapter 10H E A V Y W E I G H T H E I S TChapter 11S C A N D A
L I S T H EM A I N E V E N TChapter 12T H E B U S I N E S S E X P O S E
DEPILOGUECHAPTER NOTES AND SOURCESIn memory of the older boys whose broken
bodies and shattered lives should have taught us something - and as a challenge to the new
boys who haven’t yet had enough pain or abuse or time to figure it out. And to get our most
important act organized“Why are we now hearing this story?”“More guys are getting tired of it-
the chokehold on them and losing everything they gotand paying their dues and not getting
anything back.”-Anonymous Georgia wrestlerLifetime-TV’s America Talks Back,
1985PROLOGUETHIS BOOK IS about the business of professional wrestling, and my
experiences in it. Unlike other recent wrestling books, my purpose is not to put myself over[1] or
to celebrate pro wrestling’s longstanding appeal. Instead, this book’s objective is to describe pro
wrestling’s unromantic underside, a secret world of exploitation, abuse and illegality, and to
make the case for wrestling’s needed reforms.The stories told in this book are a combination of
autobiography, history and description of current events in the wrestling industry - The Business,
as insiders call it. Much of this book’s content has not been discussed very openly until now. And
for good reason: almost nobody has taken pro wrestling seriously for a long, long time. Which is
understandable since the last legitimate pro wrestling match in the United States was staged in
the early 1900s. Since then, pro wrestling has undergone many transformations in style and



presentation, but it’s still all performance - a work, as insiders call it. Not fake, but a work. But
whatever we name it, it’s tough to find an audience for a serious discussion (or serious book)
about a topic generally dismissed as not to be taken seriously.So far as the public is concerned,
the only serious side to pro wrestling is the amount of money it makes. And it’s true. The
business of staging and orchestrating pro wrestling is one of the longest running success stories
in the history of sport or entertainment, having brought surprising wealth to its promoters. In the
United States, pro wrestling was a successful business long before boxing was legalized and
certainly before pro football, basketball, hockey, golf, tennis and bowling became popular. And
although pro wrestling may have been more popular in the 1950s than today (in terms of arena
attendance and TV ratings), there are more pro wrestling dollars today than ever before because
of wrestling’s new revenue sources: pay-per-view TV, merchandising and TV advertising in not
only U.S., but in many other countries around the world.But pro wrestling’s consumers - the
spenders of those serious dollars - aren’t taken very seriously, either. In the old days, wrestling
fans were regarded as blue-collar knuckle draggers, dim-witted and a little bent. Today, another
stereotype prevails: “12-to 19-year-old, pimply-faced, mean spirited males,” said USA Networks
boss Barry Diller recently. But I don’t join these denigrations. I know about wrestling fans
because I was one of them, and they are much maligned. Having been a fan - and I still am - I
understand their passions, their joy of triumph and anger over defeat.I got to know more about
wrestling’s fans from inside the ring, and I can still sense their noisy, pulsating presence - the
beery din, flailing fingers and upraised arms through ringside smoke. And I came to understand
why wrestling’s audience is livelier than those of collegiate and professional sport - the wrestling
crowd, unlike the others, knows that it’s going to have a good time. This is the basis, obviously, of
both pro wrestling’s appeal and its dismissal: its odd combination of sport and theater into
something that is neither, something that doesn’t fit a conventional category.Beyond arguments
about what pro wrestling is or is not, and away from popular dismissal of wrestling’s stunts and
gimmicks as lowlifer sleaze, is another unexamined reality. And that is the view of the pro
wrestling business from within. It’s not pretty, and it may surprise you.Having played collegiate
football in the Southeastern Conference and for another seven years in the NFL, I was no
stranger to violence but I was unprepared to deal with pro wrestling’s genuine brutality and
barbarism: from inside the ring, where both bones and promises were broken intentionally; from
inside locker rooms where careers were scripted for stardom or extinction; from inside
promotional offices where wrestling’s revenues were counted at least three times - once for the
taxman, once for the wrestlers, and once for the promoters. And from inside touring carloads
and plane loads of traveling heels and babyfaces who understood how they got into The
Business but couldn’t find a way up or out.Although much in pro wrestling has changed since my
days and nights on the mat, this industry’s business practices are its only remaining secret and
cruelest con: professional wrestling’s institutionalized abuse of labor is unsurpassed in other
sport and entertainment. That’s a strong indictment, and I use this book to document it, both in
the text and in the Chapter Notes at the end of this book.One of the peculiarities of the abusive



labor practices I describe is that very few of its victims - the boys, as wrestlers are known inside
the industry - are willing to talk openly about them. As such, my single voice has often been lost
in other wrestlers’ deafening silence. Only a wrestler or former wrestler can understand why
most boys avoid the road down which I’ve traveled for 28 years. Most employed wrestlers avoid
talking openly about wrestling’s working conditions because they are controlled by the fear of
losing their jobs; unemployed wrestlers avoid the matter if they have any hope of getting regular
employment. other wrestlers avoid the topic for fear of losing their audience - wrestlers don’t
want their fans to know about their paltry earnings and other demeaning conditions of their
employment. Still other wrestlers don’t complain because they are as lost as their devoted fans
in pro wrestling’s fanciful space and time, out of touch with labor practices in both sport and
entertainment; they haven’t yet computed their travel expenses and have no idea of how much
they actually earn or how they’ll pay medical bills when injured. And today’s younger boys don’t
read wrestler obituaries, remaining happily ignorant of this industry’s historical trail of broken
lives.Finally, there is another reason: In the past, when some wrestler did complain publicly
about his or her treatment (as I and a few others did) and it generated publicity in newspapers or
on TV, the public’s response to such complaints was unsympathetic, focusing instead on pro
wrestling’s legitimacy. The public’s indifference often is expressed in the question, “Isn’t this all
fake, anyway?” This is what I mean when I say that no one takes pro wrestling seriously. Both
wrestling’s carnival origins and its stigmatized audience have led to a quick dismissal by the
larger society - by the mainstream press, the government and pro wrestling’s parent institutions,
sport and theater. But the persistence of pro wrestling’s unfair and often illegal labor practices
reveals something important about a business built on secrets: the old code of kayfabe still
sustains the mythology thought to be required for a wrestling audience, and it continues to
insure the quiet compliance of those who are admitted to the charade as co-conspirators. Under
these conditions, wrestlers are not inclined to talk freely nor complain loudly.As a onetime
wrestling insider, I am using this book to talk about the side of pro wrestling that the industry
doesn’t want you to know about. But after decades of wrestler abuse and betrayal, I am going to
tell it all because this story has been contained long enough and hurt too many for too long. This
is not another wrestling exposé calculated to undress the pantomime. Instead, my objective is to
show that the pro wrestling industry has more appalling abuses than its predetermined
outcomes and more seriously harmed victims than its unsuspecting young fans. Pro wrestling’s
most contemptible secret is not its bad acting nor predetermined outcomes, but its abuse of the
performers.It is for these reasons that the book is entitled Chokehold, Pro Wrestling’s Real
Mayhem Outside the Ring. In wrestling, the chokehold (also known as stranglehold) is one of the
oldest maneuvers known and is regarded as the most dangerous. If applied effectively, it will
cause death through the forced constriction of the esophagus, which is why it has been
generally prohibited. Frank Alvin Gotch, an early American wrestling champion, said in 1913 that
“The stranglehold is a discarded relic of the early ages of wrestling. It is rightfully barred from
championship matches, but still may be an effective means of defense in handling a bully or



saving one’s life in a personal encounter with a robber or murderer. It is the most dangerous grip
in wrestling.”But there is another meaning associated with chokehold, and this one signals the
content of this book. Outside wrestling, chokehold refers to a force or influence that obstructs or
constricts or smothers and suppresses freedom—the liberties of unrestricted growth and
expression and progress. This book ultimately concludes that the most dangerous chokehold in
pro wrestling is not the illusion of strangling inside the ring, but the reality of abusive control
exercised outside it. Pro wrestling’s bloodiest brawls do not occur in the ring, but in its locker
rooms and offices, where promoter greed, abuse and betrayal is routinely practiced with the
same scripted outcome as each wrestler’s match. Not many wrestlers will risk talking about it,
but pro wrestling’s real badguys — its genuine heels —are the industry’s owners, operators and
promoters who still control and manipulate The Business as iron-fisted feudal lords.Pro wrestling
is a bizarre world where bad acting is good business and its only real fights are over the boys’
fair share of the industry’s booty and access to medical insurance and pension plans. This is an
entertainment industry whose performers use needles to produce charisma and pills to reduce
pain, where a wrestler’s finish is as often an OD as a DQ. Although pro wrestling is now out of
the closet, it is still a con game: now its performers are marks and their customers smart. There
is a tragic component to wrestling’s farce, a deadly serious game that the big guys almost
always lose.Chapter 1T H E E N D O F K A Y F A B EMY STORY ABOUT professional
wrestling probably should start in 1985. That was the year I became truly famous in wrestling.
That was the year I turned ultimate heel in the view of wrestling promoters and many wrestlers.
That was the year, older boys still say, that everything changed. That may have been the year the
code of kayfabe ended.And that also was the year of my final appearance as a pro wrestler. By
then, I’d been blackballed by the National Wrestling Alliance (NWA), not once, but twice. If I were
to ever wrestle again, it would have to be for the small, usually local promoters who tried to
operate independently of the NWA. It had been awhile since the NWA blacklisted me the first
time, and a lot of lawsuits had been settled since then. I didn’t realize just how much dust was
kicked up by telling the truth about pro wrestling until I entered the paint-chipped dressing room
of the old Olympic Auditorium in Los Angeles on a cool December evening in 1985 with a gym
bag stuffed with wrestling gear. I had been booked to wrestle an international tag team match
with Mando Guerrero, billed as “The Pride of Mexico,” against Wildman Armstrong and Chief
Blackhawk, whoever they were in the real world. As I dressed, several wrestlers walked over to
shake my hand. Some said they appreciated what I’d done on behalf of all of them to improve
working conditions in pro wrestling. The only wrestler who was not happy to make my
acquaintance was my tag team partner for later that night, Mando Guerrero. Although he was
pretty small for wrestling, he talked like a big guy.“Why the hell are you here?” he snapped.
“You’re a traitor! Why are you trying to wrestle after what you did on 20/20? You’re hurting the
rest of us just be being here,” Guerrero railed. Another wrestler walked over, whispering, “Right
on, man, this is what wrestling needs.” Another said, “Shit, we need something, and we’re not
going to get it unless someone speaks out.” As it developed, all the wrestlers at the Olympic that



night had an opportunity to become better acquainted while we waited for the promoter to
decide whether to cancel the show because of a small crowd. The local promoter had not done
much to advertise outside the Pakistani community, and the old Olympic Auditorium looked
enormous with only a hundred spectators assembled at bell-time. While the first match went on,
the rest of the cast sat in the dressing room and argued about whether they deserved to be paid
if the show was ultimately canceled. I told the other wrestlers that in California, the state athletic
commission required promoters to post a bond as a guarantee that wrestlers got paid.Across
the locker room, my old friend Magnificent Zulu (Ron Pope) from Shadyside, Pittsburgh did the
cheerleading, saying, “Listen to Big Jim, guys.” There was more arguing until the promoter
walked in after the opening match and announced he was canceling the rest of the show. When
the promoter walked out of the locker room, I told the boys the same thing I’d said earlier:
according to California Commission rules, the promoter has technically staged his show when
he calls up the first match and even if the rest of show is canceled, the rest of us had to be paid
as well. The other wrestlers then asked me how to get their money, and I told them that, too. The
next morning, all 14 wrestlers lined up outside the doors of the California Athletic Commission
offices, including Mando Guerrero, my tag team partner who didn’t think my presence was good
for the wrestlers. Well, good old Mando and I never made it to the ring, let alone tag off, but I was
able to contribute something more profound to his week than just another meaningless babyface
victory - a paycheck!Today, all these years later, I am told that the boys still talk about what Jim
Wilson did to pro wrestling - or for pro wrestling, depending on your viewpoint - in 1985 when I
went public in a series of nationally transmitted news stories about pro wrestling’s darkest
secrets. Lots of people still remember (and curse) my appearance on ABC-TV’s 20/20, but few
know about the events that led to that broadcast or my role and motivation in several other
wrestling exposés at about this time, and I want to start this story with a complete account of that
noisy year in pro wrestling history. I just want to be remembered - or forgotten - for the right
reasons.“The truth,” pronounced ABC-television reporter John Stossel, “is that pro wrestling is
simply - fake!” With those harsh, uncompromising words, ABC’s 20/20 began what it regarded
as a historic exposé of professional wrestling’s trade secrets and business and labor practices. I
was one of two featured wrestlers (the other was Eddie Mansfield, as discussed shortly) in that
exposé that was harder hitting than any ever published or broadcast. It had been awhile since
wrestling’s secrets were given national attention, and the wrestling industry was frankly worried:
How deeply would 20/20 dig, and what would be the damage? Stossel didn’t wait very long to
rip into his topic with conviction and indignation. “Why does pro wrestling sell out all 22,000
seats in Madison Square Garden? That’s something professional basketball and boxing don’t
often do!” Stossel sniffed.Like so many other journalists and critics, Stossel was swept up with
what some still regard to be one of the nagging metaphysical quandaries of the modern world:
“Is this real sport?” he asked. “Are they really wrestling? Are they trying to win?” When Stossel
asked the Iron Sheik (Hossein Khasrow Vasiri) if wrestling was fake, Iron Sheik snorted, “Come
in the ring. I knock your head off. Or anybody else. My sport not phoney. Come in ring. I show



you. Anything else?” Then Stossel introduced the only two fakers he could find who would
answer his question. Wrestler Eddie Mansfield said, “No, it’s not real, no. Not at all. I mean if
someone believed that, they’d be stupid. The promoter comes in and says, ‘Hey, I want it done
this way.’” Finally, my turn came. Stossel said, “This is Jim Wilson, former All-American football
player at the University of Georgia. Listen to Jim. Are the matches fixed?” And I replied, “Every
one of them is predetermined. Fixed. They decide who, when, what, where, why, how much and
how long..”“Is the blood fake, too?” Stossel asked. Eddie Mansfield assured the audience that,
contrary to the widespread belief about capsules, the blood is real. “The promoters want real
blood. There’s an expression for it - red turns to green,” Mansfield revealed. “Red turns to green
means when you get blood, that turns into money. Real blood. There’s no such thing as a blood
capsule.” Then 20/20 revealed how wrestlers prepare a razor fragment by wrapping it in tape and
hiding it in their trunks or wristbands or mouth. That in the middle of a match, usually when the
wrestler is outside the ring, the blade is covertly retrieved from its hiding place and used to open
a cut, usually on the forehead. Mansfield explained that wrestlers do their own razor cuts
because the opponent can’t be trusted to do it carefully enough. Then he volunteered to
demonstrate blading. Mumbling “God, I hate to do this,” he calmly took the razor in his fingers.
While an ABC camera zoomed in for a tight shot of Mansfield’s face, Mansfield said, “Well, you
take it out like that . . . and you go just like that.” The thin crease across Mansfield’s forehead
filled with red and it trickled down toward the eyebrows. 20/ 20’s producers correctly calculated
the visual effect of Mansfield’s uncompensated bloodletting. The televised carving of Mansfield’s
forehead was intriguingly vulgar, and Stossel turned away in disgust. Mansfield sat quietly,
letting his heart and capillaries perform.The obligatory topics of working and blading dealt with,
20/20 finally turned to what I regard as the only important issue raised by pro wrestling, and its
only well kept secret: the industry’s illegal business practices and shoddy treatment of wrestlers.
Stossel introduced the topic this way: “Well, you might say, so what if it’s fixed? These are still
great actors and superb athletes working hard to put on a good show night after night. Well,”
Stossel continued, “the problem is that many ex- wrestlers say that this is a mean, dirty
business.”Mansfield told about being blacklisted when, after performing for several years in
California, Texas and Georgia, he began to talk publicly about how he and other wrestlers were
treated as slaves with broken promises about pay, no medical insurance nor pensions. Eddie
Mansfield became a troublemaker in the promoters’ eyes, and they agreed among themselves
to no longer employ him. “They ruined my career,” he said. “You know, I’m 28 years old. And it’s
not like I’m over the hill. The promoters are very ruthless people. They don’t take care of the
people that make them the money.” At this point, John Stossel explained the concept of
blacklistng - “Its legal to fire someone who complains, but it’s not legal if all the employers band
together to make sure someone they don’t like can’t work anywhere. That’s what’s happening in
pro wrestling, according to many wrestlers.”Then it was my turn again. “It’s a closed shop, totally
closed and controlled. It’s the only business in this country today that is an illegal monopoly
being allowed to exist. I wouldn’t go to bed with a homosexual promoter and they picked up the



phone and I was blackballed. I was put out of The Business.” Stossel asked, “He said, ‘Sleep
with me and I’ll make you champion’? But you didn’t, and so you’re out?” And I answered, “That’s
right. I’m out.”At that point, 20/20s cameras switched to Stossel’s interview with wrestling
promoter Vincent Kennedy McMahon, the well dressed, thick- necked Alfalfa lookalike from old
Our Gang movies. Stossel said McMahon “denies even knowing about the razor blade business
and he denies that he fixes matches,” but Stossel asked him to respond to our charges about
wrestler mistreatment and blacklisting. Putting on his best babyface, McMahon replied, “I would
say that, generally speaking, most of that is sour grapes. Certainly, something like that would
never happen in the World Wrestling Federation [now, WWE], I assure you.” And it was left at
that. By now, 20/20s flimsy homework and fumbling inquiry was fully apparent. Stossel stumbled
badly when he failed to ask McMahon the obvious followup questions - why no promoter outside
McMahon’s own family had been permitted to stage wrestling shows in Madison Square Garden
for over 30 years? And why McMahon paid arena managers and TV stations in several cities to
grant him exclusive deals? And why two of his competitors sued him for antitrust violations and
racketeering? And why he fired his former champion Bob Backlund who refused to turn heel?
And why he ditched wrestler Sgt. Slaughter who asked for a cut of the royalties from sales of
wrestling dolls in his likeness?There was to be no aggressive journalism this night, and 20/20
proceeded to another, more sensational agenda - to broadcast a few minutes of videotaped real
violence captured by ABC cameras at one of McMahon’s Madison Square Garden shows. Like
so much in TV and pro wrestling, 20/20s concluding minutes were unexpectedly ugly. The
surprise finish began when 145 pound babyface Stossel interviewed wrestler Dave Shults, the
six feet four, 255 pound heel. With cameras rolling, the exchange went like this:Stossel: “Is this a
good business?”Shults: “What?”Stossel: “Is this a good business?”Shults: “Yeah it is. I wouldn’t
be in it if it wasn’t.”Stossel: “Why is it a good business?”Shults: “Because only the tough survive!
That’s the reason you ain’t in it, and this punk holding the camera, the reason he ain’t in it! The
reason these rednecks out here ain’t in it! It’s a tough business!”After more back and forth,
Stossel said: “I’ll ask you the standard question. You know, I think this is a fake!” And Shults
snapped, “You think it’s fake?” Then, suddenly, Shults punched Stossel’s right ear, shouting,
“What’ that? Is that fake? Huh? What the hell’s wrong with you? That’s an open hand slap. Huh?
You think - .” Shults punched Stossel’s other ear and as Stossel rolled on the floor, Shults
stomped off down the hall.The violent answer to Stossel’s questioning outraged not only ABC’s
film crew, but many viewers. After the broadcast, more than 1,000 viewers called ABC-TV,
asking about Stossel’s condition. But inside The Business, pro wrestlers viewed the incident
more cynically, certain that Shults’ attack had been scripted by Vince McMahon (scripted or not,
Stossel sued Shults and McMahon, and a New York court awarded him $400,000 two years
later in 1987). When 20/20 finally ended, there was a collective sigh of relief inside the wrestling
industry which had anticipated more damaging revelations. Frankly, so did I and so did Eddie
Mansfield. Why? That 20/20 show didn’t just suddenly appear from nowhere. There is an
extensive backstage history to that famous edition of 20/20 that not many people know about,



and the whole story should be told.When Eddie Mansfield said, “God, I hate to do this” just
before he bladed for ABC, he was verbally working - it was bullshit. Eddie Mansfield didn’t hate
doing that, he’d been trying to get ABC-TV interested in doing a wrestling exposé for two years.
He started writing to ABC in 1983, about a year after I met him. I’d never wrestled Eddie or even
knew him, but he contacted me after I had filed lawsuits against the wrestling business. At the
time, everybody in wrestling knew about my lawsuits, and Eddie wanted to know how to file his
own suit, along with his friend and fellow wrestler and one hell of a football player Otis Sistrunk of
the Oakland Raiders (from “the University of Mars”, said Dandy Don Meredith on ABC-TV’s
Monday Night Football). But Eddie and Otis had no money to hire lawyers, which makes it
difficult to sue somebody. I wasn’t very impressed with Eddie outside the ring. Although he’d
come up from tough circumstances, adopted by elderly parents and raised in rural poverty
without much schooling, I tagged him as just another one of the boys who got into wrestling for
the bright lights, the dollies and the glory. Ultimately, nothing came of Eddie’s planned lawsuit,
and I didn’t see him again until 1984 when a Georgia legislative committee investigated pro
wrestling in Georgia. That investigation (as I discuss in more detail later) had made headlines in
Georgia when several wrestlers (including Eddie and me) testified about the wrestling industry’s
abuses, and Eddie faxed those articles up to 20/20 in New York along with a pitch letter: Eddie
wanted 20/ 20 to do a wrestling exposé. But ABC-TV still wasn’t interested, and they stalled on
Eddie’s proposal.In the meantime, Philadelphia Daily News sportswriter Ray Didinger got wind
of the Georgia wrestling investigation and the “disgruntled” wrestlers who testified. As an
investigative sports reporter, Didinger’s critical eye had been caught by the paradox of
wrestling’s renaissance in Philadelphia and elsewhere in the mid-1980s and at the same time,
those Georgia wrestlers complaining about wrestling’s labor practices. When Didinger went to
work on his own investigation, digging for hard facts concerning the inner workings of The
Game, he ran into wrestling’s proverbial stone wall of secrecy. Nobody he contacted, including
Bruno Sammartino, would talk to him - until he flew to Atlanta where he spent three days in a
hotel room listening to Mansfield, wrestler Rock Hunter, ring announcer Jay West and me recite
our experiences. And to document my own allegations, I showed Didinger several file boxes of
court documents, depositions and affidavits. Didinger was shocked by the stories we told him -
“as bizarre as the sport itself,” he wrote later in a six-part report published by the Philadelphia
Daily News and syndicated nationally by Associated Press Newsfeatures to nearly 200
subscriber newspapers having a combined circulation of about 14 million readers in late 1984.
Oddly, Didinger’s series appeared in every metropolitan market of the country, except one of the
hottest wrestling markets anywhere - Atlanta. Even a disinterested observer would wonder how
and why that happened.Didinger’s widely circulated wrestling investigation was a powerful
indictment of the wrestling industry as a business, and that’s what ultimately convinced 20/20 to
take Eddie Mansfield’s proposal more seriously. In retrospect, however, Didinger’s investigation
was more probing and better researched than 20/20 because Didinger didn’t focus on fakery
and blood - instead, he reported that although people have laughed at wrestling for years, the



wrestling industry laughs harder on its frequent missions to the bank where hundreds of millions
are deposited annually; that despite its millions, most wrestlers are poorly paid and terribly
treated; and although professional wrestling is worked, its fans are surprisingly real, often
becoming antagonized to the point of violence. By contrast, 20/20s research was shallow and
sloppy, although they spent a lot of money on videotape, taking hours and hours of film in Atlanta
and Columbus, Georgia. When I showed 20/20 the same documents I gave to Ray Didinger,
they weren’t interested. Nor did they do much research on their own: in all of its investigating,
20/20 failed to discover that at the very hour the show was broadcast, the wrestling industry was
consumed by the roughest, dirtiest turf war in its long history of intramural squabbling, and that
its principal figure, Vince McMahon, had recently raided other promoters’ wrestlers, TV stations
and arenas in his nationalization of wrestling promotion. Nor did 20/20 bother to check with the
U.S. Justice Department’s antitrust division that would have provided thousands of pages of
documented evidence of blacklisting and athletic commission corruption going back to the early
1950s at ten cents a page.What interested 20/20 most was wrestling’s fakery and blade jobs,
and it was here where Eddie Mansfield asserted himself: because he had courted 20/20 for two
years, Eddie wanted to take over the whole show, to Bogart the program. Unlike the rest of us,
Eddie was more than willing to spill the beans about working. Neither Rock Hunter nor I wanted
to spill those beans. Rock said, “I ain’t gonna do that,” and I assured Rock that all I wanted to
expose was the promoters’ injustice. I wasn’t interested in doing or saying anything that would
alienate wrestlers because I wanted them on my side, and I didn’t want to kill spectator interest
because I was still trying to promote on my own. But Eddie Mansfield didn’t look at it that way,
and he took the cue and ran with it. Then 20/20 put me on the spot - is it or is it not
predetermined? At that point, I had no choice but to answer the question. And by the time Rock
Hunter and I drove down to Columbus, Georgia, where ABC got access to a wrestling ring for
filming, Eddie had already taped his blade job. Then there was this: a week or so before 20/20
aired, I called one of the show’s producers to see if they had all the documents they needed to
support claims about wrestler mistreatment. I was told they had all the paper they needed but,
the producer said, they intended to hit the razor blade business hard.Then the 20/20 guy told me
they had videotape of David Shults decking John Stossel at Madison Square Garden, and they
intended to show it. I said, “Oh, my God, that’s off the point - obviously, Shults was put up to it.”
When I later relayed this news to Eddie Mansfield, Eddie was happy to learn 20/20 would hit the
razor blade business hard but he was livid about the plan to show the Shults-Stossel incident;
Eddie didn’t want them to show it because he thought that would be the only thing people would
remember from the whole show, that it would take attention away from our revelations about
wrestler mistreatment. I argued with Eddie, saying that showing Shults deck Stossel was going
to reveal these assholes for what they really are; but Eddie was so angry he said he might sue
ABC-TV (for what, I don’t know), saying he didn’t want to have anything to do with the 20/20
broadcast. Really, I think he was worried that Stossel- Shults would detract from his 15 minutes
of bloody infamy.Finally, days before the show aired, the same 20/20 producer told me that



Vince McMahon’s attorneys had contacted ABC to say they were thinking about getting an
injunction against airing the entire program, and, in any case, would be watching the show
carefully for any hint at defamation. I guess that explained why Stossel was careful to emphasize
that he had no proof of McMahon’s complicity in some of wrestling’s dirty little secrets. Unable or
unwilling to do the hard work in pursuing the truth about the wrestling industry’s best kept
secrets, Stossel focused his great probe on a stupid act that, while regrettable, was beside the
point. Convenient sensationalism. Wrestlers call it cheap heat. From the wrestling industry’s
viewpoint, 20/20’s vision had been thankfully short-sighted.I watched 20/20 that evening with my
six children and my wife Nita. For the eight of us, this evening was a kind of prime-time eulogy to
our former life together. There was no laughter nor tears or visible reactions of any kind. It was
very quiet - only private reckonings with Daddy’s mistaken involvement in a mean and nasty
business. And I think the kids were in a sense proud of me. Nobody teased them about it at
school - “Your daddy is in a phoney business,” like they used to. Although I was disappointed
with how little 20/20’s shallow investigation uncovered, the show was a painful flashback to
many years of frustrated hopes and crushed aspirations brought about by the wrestling
industry’s ruthlessness and lawlessness. And I sure didn’t feel like a guy who was squealing on
the system, as some have accused. I had kept quiet about wrestling’s secrets for many years but
finally defied the code of kayfabe publicly to help wrestling and wrestlers, not hurt them.When
the 20/20broadcast ended that night, Eddie Mansfield called from his home in Columbus. “We
hit ‘em and banged them,” he said. And he said he was looking forward to continuing our fight for
wrestlers’ freedom and dignity on other TV and radio shows. But I didn’t much care what Eddie
thought about 20/20; I called my mother in Edgewood, Pennsylvania where she watched with my
brothers, Toby and Bob and my sister Edie. I wanted to hear their reaction to the show. Until
then, I had spared them the details of my wrestling experiences and the painful downward spiral
from All-American football player and a successful career in the NFL. Now, I wanted reassurance
that I had been vindicated and exonerated, and they each gave me that. National television
finally explained to my mother and brothers and sister why I had fallen from football stardom to
disgruntled pro wrestler.In light of20/20’s large audience, some industry spokesmen were
appointed privately to neutralize the damage. One of these was Lou Thesz, a legendary figure in
professional wrestling who first won the National Wrestling Alliance world championship in 1937
and held it longer than any wrestler in history. I did not know about the commissioning of Thesz
until Eddie Mansfield and I arrived in Los Angeles to appear live on Lifetime cable television’s
America Talks Back show, about a week after 20/20. I made the booking arrangements for the
show, and when I told Eddie Mansfield they wanted us to elaborate on our revelations to ABC
and to discuss them with viewers who would call in questions or comments, Eddie asked about
money. Until now, we hadn’t been paid anything for our interviews with either Ray Didinger or
20/20, and I didn’t expect payment. The only reward I sought was getting the nation’s media to
publicize pro wrestling’s working conditions. But Eddie wanted to be paid, and so I got Lifetime
cable to pay both of us $300 plus airfare and hotel expenses. Eddie wanted more, and he



wanted special service. He wanted to be flown First Class from Columbus, Georgia to Hollywood
and back because he did the blade job on 20/20, but didn’t get his blood money.It was after we
got to the Holiday Inn in West Hollywood when we were told that Lou Thesz would join the show
via satellite from Nashville. At age 69, Lou was still wrestling! Of course, I knew Lou from years
earlier when we traveled and wrestled together on some wrestling circuits, and I wrestled for his
independent Nashville promotion in 1976 for which he still owed me money, now with interest
added on. It turned out that Lou Thesz and Stanley Siegel, the show’s host, were old friends
from Nashville, where Siegel had broadcast a radio talk show years earlier.America Talks Back
opened with some videotaped replays from 20/ 20, after which Siegel, looking confused and
pained, turned to me asking, “Why are you spilling the beans? Aren’t there certain cardinal
rules? I love professional wrestling and I know you do, too. Isn’t it like giving away the trick if
you’re a magician?” My answer reflected my ambivalence about the revelations to which I had
now become publicly tied as a snitch. I said, “To a certain degree it is. But we’ve been fans all our
lives. Growing up as kids, we looked up to wrestling, you know, from a fan’s standpoint. Then
after we got into The Business - when they ruin your life, Stanley, and they ruin your wife’s life
and your children’s lives and you lose everything that you were able to get for my family from
football, and have it all taken away because they control and rig the business that’s an illegal
monopoly in this country - how long are we supposed to protect the business? How long are we
supposed to lie about it when they’re killing us?” Siegel looked sympathetic despite his affection
for wrestling, and Lou Thesz didn’t say anything. Then, Siegel invited Mansfield and me to
demonstrate some wrestling maneuvers, to show how wrestling is worked. We obliged and
threw each other around the studio for a few minutes, after which Siegel asked, in seriousness,
“You still can get hurt, though, can’t you? Lou Thesz used to tell me that you can’t get
cauliflowered ears from sleeping on hard pillows.” Siegel wanted to know how many injuries I’d
suffered being a pro wrestler. I wanted to talk about the real injuries in pro wrestling - the
manipulation of careers, the absence of pay scales and employee benefits, the use of
blacklisting and violence to keep wrestlers inline - but I sensed that Siegel had a fixation about
Thesz’s permanently swollen ears, a condition that I did not have because I never permitted my
opponents to work tight.After more arguing about whether pro wrestling was worked, Siegel
asked about our respective careers in wrestling. Mansfield recounted his problems about
promised money, but Siegel was more interested in my homosexual blackmail. After we both
described our blacklisting, Siegel took the first of the evening’s telephone calls from someone
identified only as Ed from Georgia. The caller said he was a professional wrestler and that “these
guys are telling the truth.” Then Siegel asked if he’d been blacklisted. The caller replied, “Yeah I
was - for the same reason Eddie Mansfield was: standing up and asking for my money” Siegel
acted stunned as he asked, “Wrestling has been going on since Greco-Roman times and
professional wrestling on TV has been with us all my life. Why are we now hearing this story?’
Without pause, the caller replied, “More guys are getting tired of it – the chokehold on them and
losing everything they got and paying their dues and not getting anything back.”After more calls



and additional discussion about wrestlers’ treatment, Siegel finally invited Lou Thesz to speak.
“Lou, you’ve been at this sport since 1937 and before. Is professional wrestling fixed?” “No,”
Thesz answered without hesitation. “Professional wrestling is not fixed.. But the people that you
were talking to Stanley, if I may interrupt, you were not talking to wrestlers. You were talking to a
football player and what this fellow Mansfield did before he wrestled, I don’t know. But neither of
these people had done their homework in wrestling - neither one of these people have a
wrestling background.” Thesz continued, “And so far as someone telling you to lose a match - if
you’re weak enough in your industry that you have to kowtow to a promoter and do whatever he
wishes - lots of luck because you don’t belong there” Siegel interrupted Thesz, asking, “You’re
saying, in other words, that wrestling is never fake?” And Thesz sniffed, “I don’t say never. Never
say never. Uh, I think, over the years, wrestling is like everything else: all is not well with wrestling
nor is all well with the world or with horse racing or anything else.”Siegel pursued Thesz, asking:
“Can you give me an example of where it might be fake?” Thesz whined, “Well, if you get into the
lowerechelon, uh, wrestlers like the people you’ve been talking about, and they have not done
their homework in a gymnasium with a wrestling coach, uh, these are carnival type people and
they could probably do anything . . . And if they said they made a paltry amount of money, which
is probably what they earned, why if a man devoted his life to it and knew what he was doing, he
would have to be insane to do a thing like that.” At this point the Lifetime studio in Hollywood
heated up. Both Mansfield and I got angry by the manner in which Thesz denigrated our abilities
and sincerity. Of course, we knew there were only a limited number of defenses available, the
most convenient being a challenge to our credibility. Like all good wrestling shows, there was
heat.Mansfield spun around in his chair and angrily waved a wrestling magazine that had
published his name as a top wrestler. He reminded Thesz he had been a main event wrestler
and a champion in several states, and that Thesz actually was present the night in San Antonio
when Mansfield was told to lose a Hair Match after which his head was shaved bald and his hair
sold to fans for $2 a bag. Thesz played dumb, asking Mansfield if he had permitted the promoter
to cut his hair and sell it. Mansfield told Thesz he had no choice, and Thesz knew it. But Thesz
pursued his attack. “If you permitted them to do that, you’d better get yourself a shrink and get
help - because you need help man,” sneered Thesz, now giggling. Thesz had always wrestled as
a rough babyface - not quite a heel, but not a nice babyface either. But the direction that Thesz
took the conversation surprised me. I didn’t expect him to defend shaving of wrestlers’ heads
and merchandising their locks, but the increasingly personal attack on Eddie and me was not
characteristic of the Thesz I had known. I decided to interrupt, and let Mansfield cool down from
Thesz’s smirking invitation to see a psychiatrist.“Well, everybody in The Business needs help
because everybody’s doing it just exactly like we just showed you,” I screamed. But Thesz angrily
continued his attack: “I know about the background of you fellows, and you’re a couple of
disgruntled wrestlers that either want to rule or ruin. And you couldn’t rule, so you want to ruin,”
he said. That remark was a subtle reference to the wrestling industry’s code of silence, the code
of kayfabe, which was now crumbling all around us. It was a reminder to both of us of pro



wrestling’s longstanding assumption that telling the truth about worked wrestling would ruin a
good thing for everybody concerned. In retrospect, of course, that assumption turned out to be
wildly wrong and it was probably the exposés of 1985 that finally convinced The Business that
its code of kayfabe was unnecessary.By now, all of the TV studio’s telephones were lighted up
and the place went bonkers. Siegel said the show had an audience of 25 million, and that’s why
the phones were stuffed with callers. And on the set, everyone was angry, especially Thesz who
resumed his attack. “If people have talent and they are in a very good bargaining position
because they have done their homework, they have no problem on income! But people of the
stripe that you have there today, they’ll never be in a bargaining position because people don’t
respect them! And some of these people don’t show up for matches - which I am sure that
Mansfield had done at times - it’s a complaint I hear from promoters! And Jim Wilson was never
a wrestler! I booked him for a couple of matches in Nashville, Tennessee where I met you Stan,
and I couldn’t use him anymore because the fellow just was inadequate! And how he ever
dreams up the possibility that he would be a champion - good Lord, champions are determined
in the ring and unless a man is a wrestler and has done his homework, there’s no way that he’s
going to make it! This is all pipe-dreaming and I don’t understand!” I had enough of Thesz’s
denigration, and I responded emotionally and loudly. “Let me show you the pipe dream! Let me
show you the pipe dream, America! Tune in right here! Here’s my stripes,” and I held up a T-shirt
with the American flag on it and my wrestling reform campaign slogan - All American Spirit -
Freedom in Wrestling - RIGHT TO FIGHT,” I continued, even louder, “The stars and stripes
forever! Home of the brave, land of the free! But not in professional wrestling!”With all this
screaming, those viewers who had turned on their television sets late probably thought they
were watching a replay of a typical Saturday wrestling show with a lot of heel interviews. After
more shouting, Thesz snapped, “I just want to make a point here because every time I say
something - I thought I was going to have a man-to-man and each person would be able to get
his say. I’m really unhappy with your show, Stan. And we’re really good friends, but I am really
displeased with what you’re doing . . . I expected more hospitality of you than this, I really did!
Incidentally, Stan, I want to tell you something: your show is out of control and I want you to
excuse me, please!” I told Thesz if he couldn’t take the heat to get out of the kitchen, and he did.
Like 20/20and all good wrestling shows, there was another surprise finish: Thesz stood up,
disconnected his microphone and stalked angrily out of the studio.After the show, Eddie and I
went out for drinks in Santa Monica to kill time before our late plane back to Georgia. By now,
Eddie was unhappy again. “Well, fuck, I wish I’d never gone out here with you,” he said. He
complained that the show ended up like a wrestling promo and he hadn’t wanted that. He
wanted to gentlemanly talk about all this stuff, and he castigated me for getting hot, especially
for becoming angry with Lou Thesz. I told Eddie I felt I had to take that moment to get the point
across about wrestlers’ mistreatment. I also told Eddie I knew a lot more about Lou Thesz than
he did, referring to a few thousand pages of Justice Department files I had read (as is discussed
later). But Eddie didn’t agree, and that’s the last I heard from Eddie Mansfield for awhile.As for



Lou Thesz, I never talked with him or saw him again. Nine years later, however, Lou published
his autobiography (Hooker, An Authentic Wrestler’s Adventures Inside the Bizarre World of Pro
Wrestling), and although he didn’t mention his performance that night with Eddie Mansfield and
me on America Talks Back, he finally abandoned kayfabe in an awkwardly worded, qualified
confession: “The reality, or substance, of professional wrestling is the ability to perpetuate a
fantasy... . it didn’t matter to me that professional wrestling was a performance,” he wrote.
Although seasoned wrestling fans understand that books written by wrestlers also are
performances, Lou’s final attempt to put himself over (without pausing to acknowledge the
hundreds of other pro wrestlers who didn’t get his push and did jobs for Lou) passed without
critical comment; the gebronies were performers but authentic Lou was the real deal - a genuine
shooting hooker. Lou’s book would have you believe he was of pro wrestling’s world but not in it,
although that is not what the 1950s Justice Department’s investigation of the NWA shows about
shoemaker’s (Lou’s secret codename in pro wrestling’s earlier kayfabed days) pivotal role in
helping the NWA crush promotional competitors, fixing other wrestlers’ compensation and
blacklisting those who complained (as discussed in more detail later). In short, Lou Thesz was
no innocent stranger to pro wrestling’s abuses and his autobiography Hooker leaves a lot to be
said about that world, and how he prospered in it.A few weeks after 20/20 and America Talks
Back, a reporter from Sports Illustrated interviewed me about the claims I’d been making on
national television. When S-I called, I was certain that another serious investigative report about
wrestler mistreatment was underway. After all, S-I was the premier sports magazine located well
outside the usual toy department approach of most mainstream sports journalism. Although S-Is
stance toward pro wrestling had always been cautious—they didn’t cover wrestling as real sport,
but had occasionally published articles about prominent wrestling figures (such as Fabulous
Moolah and Bruno Sammartino) to attract readers from sporting’s fringe - it now seemed that S-I
was ready to publish a substantive story about pro wrestling’s dark underside of primitive
working conditions. Which is why I spent several hours talking to S-I over several days and sent
them packages of documents and court papers. And S-I didn’t just take my word for it, they
talked with Eddie Mansfield, too. But after awhile, I smelled trouble when the S-I reporter asked
more questions about fakery and blood than the industry’s genuine abuses, the things I wanted
to talk about. My growing suspicion was confirmed a few weeks later when S-Is April 29, 1985
issue hit the newsstands with a cover that featured a photo of Hulk Hogan and a lengthy story
entitled MAT MANIA. Putting Hogan on its cover surprised me (and many others) since only
Danny Hodge, an old, retired pro wrestling shooter and legitimate amateur wrestler, had been
there before; by contrast, Hogan had no athletic credentials except selling wrestling tickets, and
his shooting rep was known only to a Pennsylvania doctor and a few wrestlers who helped him
inject juice (anabolic steroids, as court proceedings would prove a few years later). Inside its
Hulk Hogan cover, S-I published a puff-piece for Vince McMahon’s first Wrestlemania, another
exercise in shilling. As a sidebar to its featured Wrestlemania valentine, S-/ published a short
two-column box entitled “What You See Is Not Always What They Get” that revealed the



remarkable news that pro wrestling is worked and its blood flows from self-inflicted razor cuts;
near the sidebar’s end, two sentence fragments referred to my blacklisting “because he refused
to engage in a homosexual act with a wrestling promoter.” Once again, fakery and blading were
of more interest to mainstream journalism than wrestling’s real brutality, which just wasn’t sexy
enough.By now, I was learning something new from journalists, an unhappy fact of life I hadn’t
thought was true, at least in this country: both ABC-TV’s 20/20 and Sports Illustrated, each
regarded as legitimate, mainstream bastions of objective journalism, actually behaved more like
The Business in their manipulation of marketable angles and highspots to sell their respective
products. Like other persons raised and educated in this country, I’d been taught to respect
objective journalism and freedom’s need for an independent, free press in a democratic society;
now, however, I realized I’d been conned - it wasn’t true. By comparison, pro wrestling’s quirky
integrity was less pretentious, but it was disturbing when I realized that much of this country’s
objective journalism is a work, too.One interesting question that still hangs in pro wrestling’s air
today is what damage to The Business did Eddie Mansfield and Jim Wilson do in 1985? It’s a
question that Eddie and I talked about a few times during that year, and we sure didn’t know
what the ultimate result would be. My hope was that our joint media blitz would expose the
wrestling promoters’ wrestler mistreatment and show the need for a wrestlers’ union and state
athletic commission regulation. Oddly, the opposite seemed to happen: both Eddie Mansfield
and Jim Wilson are today remembered as the two guys who exposed working and blading, and
both of us are still hated by some inside The Business for that.In the weeks after 20/20, The
Business monitored wrestling fans’ response to the exposés to which Mansfield and Wilson
were now tied. Initially, wrestling promoters seemed to think our nationally transmitted kayfabe
violations had either been missed or ignored by wrestling fans. Until one night at Atlanta’s Omni
Arena when wrestler Superfly Snuka (James Reiher) started to bleed all over the ring; all at
once, hundreds of ringside fans chanted, “Twenty-Twenty! Twenty-Twenty! Twenty- Twenty!” The
fans’ not so subtle message was understood clearly by the wrestling industry. A week later,
Tennessee promoter Jerry Jarrett and Oklahoma promoter Bill Watts told their wrestlers to lay off
the blade for six weeks. But withholding the blades was not enough and a few weeks later,
Minneapolis-based wrestling promoter Verne Charles Gagne (who started his own American
Wrestling Association to become world champion) published a response to our allegations in his
fan newsletter; Gagne, old enough to remember Herman Hickman’s 1954 wrestling exposé in
Saturday Evening Post with his photograph in it, said our allegations about pulled punches were
“way out from the actual truth” and “how can anyone be so gullible to believe that a wrestler
would actually carry a blade in his trunks, or worse yet, in his mouth” and “for anyone to claim
that wrestling matches have predetermined outcomes is just as silly” and “there isn’t a
blackballing situation in pro wrestling,” Gagne wrote.But the Shults-Stossel incident remained in
public view with reports about Stossel’s impending lawsuit against Shults. When Stossel sued
Shults, the national media kept the controversy alive; under pressure, the New York State
Athletic Commission suspended Shults for 30 days. The longer the Shults- Stossel matter was



newsworthy, the greater the impact of the program itself. The damage assessment measure that
everybody in The Business was watching was attendance and gate receipts for Vince
McMahon’s big wrestling show on the eve of April Fools Day, 1985. On that night, the first
Wrestlemania was staged in Madison Square Garden and transmitted live by satellite to about
190 other locations on the continent. That single event generated $12 million, according to Vince
McMahon; others put the figure closer to $5 million. Whichever it was, Wrestlemania was the
largest and richest professional wrestling show in history - just weeks after wrestling’s most
recent exposé was transmitted nationally! The juxtaposition of these events and themagnitude of
their respective audiences speaks volumes about wrestling’s hold: the wrestling fans’ response
to the exposés was unambiguously clear - Ring the bell and kick some ass! Or, in the language
of a famous wrestling aphorism, I don’t care if it is fake, kill the son of a bitch!!Four years later in
1989, pro wrestling’s longstanding tradition of kayfabe was officially abandoned in New Jersey
legislative hearings by Mrs. Vincent Kennedy McMahon, wife of the man whose World Wrestling
Federation (WWF) now dominated the American wrestling industry. Unwilling to commit the
industry’s fatal act of treachery himself, McMahon deputized his attorney-spouse Linda to tell at
least some of the truth —to shoot selectively when it was in McMahon’s interest to do so. As part
of McMahon’s campaign in the late 1980s to lobby state legislatures into deregulating pro
wrestling (because regulation was costing McMahon a percentage of live gates, TV revenue and
allegedly, in some states, under-the-table bribes), McMahon commissioned a truth-telling
assault on New Jersey’s State Athletic Control Board which had jurisdiction over Atlantic City’s
Trump Plaza - the site of Wrestlemania IV and V The New Jersey Control Board’s tax on closed
circuit and pay-per-view telecasts and video replay distribution was costing McMahon plenty.
When New Jersey held hearings on the proposed deregulation of wrestling a few weeks before
Wrestlemania V at Trump Plaza, Linda McMahon’s confession that pro wrestling was “an activity
in which participants struggle hand-to-hand primarily for the purpose of providing entertainment
rather than conducting a bona fide athletic contest” made headlines on the front page of The
New York Times the next day: NOW IT CAN BE TOLD: WRESTLING ALL IN FUN. The story was
wired around the nation - “Promoters of professional wrestling have disclosed that their terrifying
towers in spandex tights, massive creatures like Bam Bam Bigelow, Hulk Hogan and Andre The
Giant, are really no more dangerous to one another than Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and the
Tooth Fairy.”Now that wrestling’s inspirational fiction was officially out of the closet, the New York
Post elaborated on Linda’s confession the following day when it reported she previously testified
in comedian Richard Belzer’s personal injury lawsuit against Hulk Hogan that pro wrestling
promoted and advertised “scenes, scenarios, interplays, actions, feuds, grudges, friendships
and associations which further enhance the illusion that professional wrestlers are indeed the
characters they play and perform.” The Post also revealed Vince McMahon’s testimony in John
Stossel’s lawsuit that wrestling matches were prearranged by either him or one of his
agents.Surprised by press reaction to his own family’s kayfabe violations, McMahon ordered his
wrestlers to cancel all media appearances, except for those interviews he could control. Then



McMahon launched a PR- campaign to clean up the damage, starting with an appearance on
ABC-TV’s Good Morning America show by Roddy Rowdy Piper; Piper said McMahon was just
lying about wrestling’s fakery to get the athletic commission off his back. Days later, Jesse “The
Body” Ventura, then one of McMahon’s TV announcers (eventually Minnesota Governor) was
booked for an interview on ESPN with sportscaster Roy Firestone; Jesse said, “I think the press
is missing the whole point. It’s a little known fact that in many states, you have 14 guys in suits
sitting around the ring and doing absolutely nothing.” Jesse said some athletic commissioners
were paid kickbacks off the top of regulation fees, and “The WWF is willing to do anything it can
and say in order to get these ridiculous commissions off their backs.” Then the future governor
issued the old, hollow offer to step into the ring with anyone who doubted wrestling’s
legitimacy.Elsewhere in the wrestling industry, telephone lines burned for about 72 hours.
McMahon’s promotional competitors tried to capitalize on McMahon’s possible miscalculation.
In Memphis, promoter and world title claimant (and later, McMahon’s TV announcer)Jerry
Lawler used his weekly TV show to respond: “See, I told you that kind of stuff Vince McMahon’s
been doing up in New York wasn’t wrestling!” When Minnesota promoter Verne Gagne was
asked by The New York Times for his reaction, he also played dumb. He said: “They’ve got a
cartoon going there . . . It’s a circus. And a lot of ‘em don’t even know how to wrestle. Some are
just bodybuilders, and some puffed themselves up with steroids.” Gagne added, “I once asked
Hulk Hogan what his athletic background was. He said, ‘Oh, I played some Little League
baseball, and played the guitar in my high school band.’ And he calls himself a wrestling
champion!’ Shortly afterward, Ted Turner’s TBS wrestling show promised, “These are real
rasslers - they are under a commission!” When Michael Hayes (Mike Seitz) said that on the
national airwaves, I paid closer attention: a commission? An athletic commission in Georgia?
Are you kidding? I had spent many years trying to establish athletic commission regulation of pro
wrestling in Georgia, and it certainly had not yet arrived! But deception and false advertising
certainly were not new to wrestling, as was proven when Turner’s TBS introduced a new
promotional tag line: “This is the NWA - We Wrestle!’ The intended inference was clear:
McMahon’s World Wrestling Federation faked it, but the others didn’t.When another legislative
hearing on wrestling deregulation was held in Washington state a few weeks later, the
proceedings made front page headlines in Seattle when McMahon’s minions pointed out that
Washington’s athletic commission rules prohibited referee involvement in wrestling scripts and
stunts, an utter impossibility in worked wrestling matches. Again, the news media’s sniggering
critics hadn’t had such fun with wrestling since four years earlier in 1985 when Eddie Mansfield
and I told secrets on 20/20. Which is why ABC-Television’s Nightline called me in March 1989,
asking for an interview. “It’s the hottest story on the East Coast,” said Ted Koppel’s producer. And
I guess they really thought so because for the better part of a week, an ABC film crew flew
around the country taping interviews with wrestling industry figures and Nightline devoted a
whole program to pro wrestling’s deregulation one night in March 1989. The show featured a
debate between California state legislator Richard Floyd, who sponsored a bill to deregulate



wrestling in California, and ex-wrestler and manager Captain Lou Albano, who had told ABC’s
producers he would vouch for McMahon’s contention that all pro wrestling was fake. But then,
Albano suddenly changed his finish halfway through the show when he argued that only
McMahon’s wrestling was fake. Confused by Albano’s unexpected answers, ABC’s Jeff
Greenfield repeatedly asked Albano about wrestling’s fakery. Albano dug his heels in: “If
McMahon says his wrestling is fake, it probably is, but the NWA and AWA are moving back to
the real basics of wrestling,” he said. Why did Albano stiff ABC? You don’t have to be a wrestler
to figure it out - Lou grabbed the opportunity to appear on Nightline to push and hype his own
900-numbered telephone wrestling news hotlines. And he was willing to shoot any angles
necessary to build up an audience with an appearance on Nightline. The network got conned by
one of wrestling’s masters, and it was amusing.Then recent history repeated. Just as the 20/20
exposé of pro wrestling in 1985 insured the commercial success of the first Wrestlemania, the
revelations of 1989 produced immediate rewards at arenas around the country. In the week after
the New Jersey hearings, McMahon’s WWF wrestling cards had a string of big gates - sellouts in
Boston, Utica, New Haven, St. Louis and at the Met Center in Minneapolis. And three weeks
after Nightline’s great wrestling probe, Wrestlemania ^unfolded as planned; everybody who was
supposed to win, did. Wrestling fans paid $25 million to watch Hulk Hogan regain the WWF
world wrestling championship. That same night, Ted Turner programmed a predatory NWA
wrestling show on TBS, drawing an audience of 5 million viewers, producing hundreds of
thousands of dollars in advertising revenue for Turner. It was again the biggest, noisiest and
richest night in the industry’s history.That people will spend money to watch “the moral
equivalent of talking mules,” as sportswriter Ray Didinger put it, strikes some as a paradox of
rationality that is explicable only by reference to wrestling fans’ collective dementia. Among
wrestlers, there is an old insiders’ riddle that asks, “What has 14 teeth and an IQ of 50?” Answer:
“The first 10 rows of any wrestling crowd.” But any fan of wrestling is a friend of mine. I happen to
like wrestling’s fans, and I don’t join others who denigrate their interest or use unflattering
adjectives to characterize their intelligence, social status or cultural sophistication. After all, the
patrons of wrestling performances more often get their money’s worth than the patrons of
legitimate sport. There is a sense in which wrestling fans are the most discriminating audience -
obviously, an evening of wrestling should be entertaining because it is specifically designed to
be so. As sportswriter Red Smith wrote in 1954, “It has been years since anybody seriously
pretended that rassling was anything more than good, unclean fun . . . there is a rich, crunchy
goodness about this whole business that is all too seldom present in children’s games like
basketball, football, golf, tennis and hockey which fill so much of the sports section.”Perhaps I
respect and defend wrestling fans because I’ve been one since I was a pre-teenager growing up
in Edgewood, Pennsylvania, a Pittsburgh suburb. I regarded pro wrestling as not just physically
interesting, but compelling story-telling. A good wrestling match is one that has plenty of action
with spectacular maneuvers performed by charismatic personalities. But the most engaging
matches are those that tell a story, complete with premise, plot and climactic conclusion. When I



became a pro wrestler, I learned a lot more about wrestling’s appeal, and how it is produced. But
before I was a wrestler, I was a fan. In the 1950s the big wrestling names in Pittsburgh were Dr.
Jerry Graham, Jack Vansky, Jack Dillon, Skull Murphy, Bill Miller, The Great Scott and Buddy
Rogers. And Primo Carnera, Johnny Valentine and Antonino Rocca. Mostly I remember Two Ton
Tony Galento. One night on television, Tony came out for his interview and talked about milk.
“Drink milk!” Tony said. Then his opponent came out and snarled, “The hell with that milk, drink
beer!” In the late 1950s, that was edgy TV programming.I didn’t follow TV wrestling every week,
and attended only two arena shows in all those schoolboy years. The first time I went to a
wrestling match was when I was in junior high school. One year at Christmastime, a group of us
guys ended up at the wrestling matches in Swissvale, a Pittsburgh suburb, in an old movie
theater. The main event was a handicap match between Haystacks Calhoun and two other guys
and the match ended when all three wrestlers got knocked out. It was a bullshit finish, and I
didn’t believe it, but I was curious and attracted to it, the odd combination of athletics and show
biz.Then in 1960, during a visit home from the University of Georgia, I discovered someone
named Bruno Sammartino was wrestling inPittsburgh. I had flipped on channel 11, WIIC-TV
(now, WPXI) for the wrestling show, and there he was. Bruno. I knew this guy. He had been a
casual acquaintance and a personal hero of sorts from earlier days when we became
acquainted at the gym in the Young Men’s Hebrew Association across the street from the
University of Pittsburgh campus. I wasn’t entirely surprised to see Bruno in a wrestling ring
because the last time I talked with him he was pumping iron at the Jewish Y. When I was in my
early teens, I was on the swimming and basketball teams at the Jewish Y. In time, I started going
into the weight room, working out with some of the other guys. That’s when I met Bruno who was
often there with a few friends who spotted for him. He was incredible, lifting 500 pounds. And
when Bruno was working out, the rest of the guys just stopped and watched Bruno lift everything
in the room. He attracted a lot of attention because he was a little, big man - relatively short at
five feet ten but wide as a house with a 58- inch chest. Which was remarkable for someone who
weighed 90 pounds when he immigrated with his family from Italy in the early 1950s. On a few
occasions, I’d walk over to ask him how many reps he was doing or what weights he was using,
and he politely answered my questions. Later, Bruno got into bodybuilding, once winning the Mr.
Pittsburgh title.But I didn’t know Bruno had gotten into wrestling; when I last saw him, he was an
apprentice carpenter. And could Bruno wrestle! After lumbering into the ring, it didn’t take long
for his opponents to submit to Bruno’s bearhug. A lot of people around Pittsburgh went nuts over
their new hero. They had the Pirates, the Steelers, the Penguins and the Pitt Panthers. And now,
Bruno. In Pittsburgh, some of our neighbors placed Bruno’s photograph on their fireplace mantel
next to a picture of Jack Kennedy and a painting of The Last Supper. On one occasion I saw
Bruno wrestle at the Pittsburgh Civic Center. It was my second live wrestling show, and would be
the last until I wrestled in one. It was a winter night in 1962 when I was again home from college
and my boyhood friend Ronnie Silverstein got some free wrestling tickets from his dad, who was
superintendent of schools. The main event was a feud match between Bruno and Gorilla (Robert



Marella) Monsoon, later an announcer on McMahon’s TV wrestling shows, and we had seats on
the arena floor about halfway back. While Ronnie followed the ring action, which he thought was
a cartoon for adults, I was studying the audience - how it reacted to what was going on in the
ring. The arena had a noisy carnival atmosphere, smelling of beer and popcorn and although the
wrestling wasn’t real, the spectators were having fun acting as if it were. Behind me, one fan
said, “Well, I saw a match onetime, a no way that coulda’ been fake!” I turned around and looked
at the guy. I don’t remember who won that night, but even then I knew that whoever was
supposed to win, did.I casually followed Bruno’s career from a distance as he conquered the
northeastern wrestling territory, ultimately defeating Buddy Rogers in 1963 at Madison Square
Garden for one of pro wrestling’s world championship titles. With a backbreaker, another Bruno
finishing hold, he forced Rogers to submit 47 seconds into the match! (at the time, I didn’t know
that Rogers had been previously hospitalized for a heart attack and needed to get out of
wrestling that night in a hurry). Two years later, I had dinner with Bruno after my All-American
season at the University of Georgia. We were seated together at Pittsburgh’s annual Dapper
Dan Banquet, where athletes are honored annually. The Penn State football coach Rip Engle
was there, as was his 1964 All-American and now College Hall of Fame player Glenn Ressler. I
was introduced as The Pittsburgh Bulldog (Georgia’s mascot is the bulldog). Across the table
was Rocky Marciano, the former world champion boxer who retired undefeated. Over rubber
chicken and cold peas, the three of us exchanged smalltalk, and I told Bruno I was thinking
about a career in pro wrestling after I finished pro football. Bruno looked up at my six foot four
frame and between gulps of chicken and peas said, “Jim, you’ve got everything to make it. Let
me know if I can do anything to help you.”When I finally began wrestling professionally several
years later during the pro football off-seasons, Bruno was still champion, and he didn’t lose his
belt until the year I retired from pro football and began wrestling full time. Our paths in wrestling
never crossed, but by the late 1970s both Bruno and I encountered difficulties with how the
wrestling industry was treating us. By then, Bruno was frequently losing his matches and arguing
about broken promises over pay and a push for his son who wanted to follow his father into The
Game; in my case, I’d been placed on wrestling’s blacklist because I refused to lose after some
other broken promises. Bruno threatened to blow the whistle on the industry, but I didn’t just
threaten. Ultimately, we were both involved in prolonged struggles with wrestling promoters over
our treatment.Our respective disputes with the wrestling business were unrelated, but Bruno’s
problems with Vince McMahon played a subtle role in my involvement with Ray Didinger’s 1984
wrestling exposé. When Didinger came to Atlanta to talk with me and other Georgia wrestlers
about our experiences, he said he’d previously contacted Bruno Sammartino for inside
information after learning Bruno was so angry about his treatment he was ready to spill the
beans. But Bruno suddenly solved a contract problem and got a job for his son David with Vince
McMahon, and had told Didinger he didn’t want to talk. That’s why Didinger came to Atlanta -
because Bruno wouldn’t talk. I suppose if Bruno had been willing to spill his guts to Ray
Didinger, I would never have been interviewed by him nor by 20/20 nor America Talks Back or



Sports Illustrated. Life takes funny turns, especially in pro wrestling. Bruno’s choice to remain
silent is hard to understand: instead of using his celebrated wrestling status to speak out about
wrestling’s abuses and help not just his son but other wrestlers, including those who put him
over for many years, Bruno elected to keep quiet. Nor did Bruno discuss these matters a few
years later when he published an autobiography whose main purpose was to put over his living
legend wrestling persona. Like Lou Thesz and others, Bruno seems to believe his own hype.
Wrestling does funny things to people.Outside The Business, reactions to my whistle-blowing in
1984 and 1985 seemed positive, and my story touched some hearts. An Omaha boys club
counselor asked for reprints of the Didinger series for distribution to kids because “any of the
boys follow wrestling with an obsession. I don’t want to take away something they enjoy. I want to
make them aware of the phoniness behind it and the reasoning for it - profit.” On the streets of
Atlanta, a black woman walked up to me and said, “When you gonna rassle again, Big Jim?”
Another wrestling fan wrote that after watching TV wrestling for 14 years, “I have seen the light of
day of this sport or show (or) whatever you call it . . . tell Mansfield and Wilson I believe in them
and hope by writing to you something could be done to help pro wrestlers get what is theirs.
Mansfield and Wilson, I wish you both the best of luck.”But of all the personal responses to my
involvement in the great exposés of 1984 and 1985, one was more touching in its pain and
pathos than any other. After the 20/20 show, I received a long letter from an old and broken
wrestler from the 1950s and 1960s. He had worked under various names - Ed Gardenia, Daniel
Boone Savage, Eddie Fay, The Golden Terror and Gypsy Moe - but his real name was Eddie
Faieta. Eddie’s letter was the first of many that Eddie wrote to me for many years after, on those
days he felt well enough and could see his own handwriting. As our correspondence continued,
he asked for postage stamps and I sent him a large supply; when he wrote that it was becoming
difficult for him to see well enough to write and read, I called him, and we talked on the
telephone monthly for several years afterward.Eddie Faieta was not only hardscrabble poor, but
seriously sick with diabetic nephropathy, a kidney and bladder disorder associated with
diabetes. He had lost one eye and was losing sight in the other. He now lived alone in a small
apartment on Sixth Street in Steubenville, Ohio where he survived on Medicaid so long as his
savings account didn’t exceed $1,800. One of his neighbors who helped Eddie with groceries
and doctors appointments told me that oldtimers in the Italian neighborhood still talked about
him in hushed reverence at a local bar where an old photograph of Eddie still hung on the wall. In
the 1950s, Eddie was one of Steubenville’s young street kids who left for the big cities and made
a name for himself. When Eddie became a pro wrestler and appeared on TV, his Steubenville
pals thought he had made it big. He became a local ethnic hero to Italian kids like Joe Scalise,
who now looked after Eddie. But after giving 17 years of his life to The Business, he became one
of its tragic casualties. Eddie’s story, I learned later, was typical of most retired wrestlers; unlike
most others, however, Eddie was willing to tell it.Eddie came to pro wrestling from boxing, where
he had been a sparring partner for Billy Conn of Pittsburgh, the light heavyweight boxing
champion in 1939 and 1940. Eddie started wrestling in 1949 after a friend told him, “if you’re big



with a good body and athletic enough to do a somersault, you should be in wrestling.” Eddie’s
first match was in Louisville, where promoter Al Haft used him to replace an injured wrestler. “I
wrestled Roughhouse Don Evans. Evans knew it was my first match, but he was very kind. He
said, ‘Don’t get excited when you’re in the ring. Let me do the leading and I’ll talk to you and you
just listen, and we’ll have a good match. And that’s just what happened, and they paid me $50. I
thought, ‘My goodness, if it’s going to be this easy, I’ll make $300 a week for six nights work’ -
which was a lot of money in those days,” Eddie said. The match with Evans launched Eddie
Faieta on a career that took him throughout the country and around the world, although he would
rarely be permitted to win. Eddie became a career carpenter (in those days, gebronies were
called carpenters - guys whose role was to build up other wrestlers).When Eddie wrestled in
New York, he struck a special relationship with promoter Joe “Toots” Mondt. “Since I grew up on
the streets in the Italian neighborhood in Steubenville, I knew what was going on in every town -
where to find the girls, the gamblers, whatever. Toots liked that, and I drove him to prostitutes
and racetracks. He liked women, and he made deals with the wrestlers: their wives for a push.
But he loved gambling more, and although he was a clever guy, gambling was his downfall. He
was rich one day and poor the next. After a bad day at the track, he’d say, ‘Well, there’ll be a little
less money for the boys this week,’ and then sit back and laugh like W. C. Fields. I saw the
abuses at the beginning, but I wasn’t able to do anything about it. If wrestlers squawk, they don’t
work. And if they start talking union, they’re gone. Or, refusing to lose. If you didn’t lose when you
were supposed to, they’d put you in with a shooter. Al Haft used Joe Scarpello as a strong arm
guy. If you complained to Haft about losing or about payoffs, he’d say, ‘Your next match is with
Scarpello - it’s up to you.’ I was just tickled to be working. Even as just a preliminary guy,” Eddie
said.Knowing The Business liked to exploit ethnic stereotypes, Eddie wondered why his own
Italian credentials didn’t get him a push, especially in the northeast. “Antonino Rocca had
become a big name for Toots Mondt, and was selling out everywhere. Then Rocca wanted more
money and Mondt told him, ‘Don’t think you’re the only Italian champion - we can make another
Italian champion just as quick as we made you.’ So Mondt got Bruno Sammartino.” Eddie said he
met Bruno a few years earlier in Pittsburgh at channel 11 studios during tapings of area wrestling
shows. “Bruno used to come there, asking ‘How do you get involved in this business?’ I didn’t tell
him too much, but he kept coming around. Finally, he was offered a contract. His first match was
in Ambridge, a town in western Pennsylvania not far from Pittsburgh. It was a sellout, mostly
Italians, for a match with Tiger Jack Vansky. Vansky was the best carpenter in The Business - he
could make a telephone pole look good. Then they got others to make him look good and they
finally put him on TV and took him to New York. Of course, he got a big Latin pop in New York
and was a big moneymaker for years. Bruno got 5% of the gates in Pittsburgh, but most of the
other wrestlers didn’t have the guts to squawk about what they got,” Eddie said.In the meantime,
Eddie continued his career as a prelim wrestler, “just a guy whose job was to make other guys
look good,” he said. “I never got a break, and don’t know why. Maybe it was jealousy - maybe the
other wrestlers knocked me down, bad-mouthed me. Wrestlers are just like prostitutes - they’ll



do whatever they have to do to make money” Eddie said.One of the biggest matches of Eddie’s
career came in the summer of 1953 when he wrestled as Gypsy Moe against Gorgeous George
(George Wagner) in a main event at the Tacoma Ice Arena for local promoter Paavo Ketonen.
“George was a very nice guy and a good legitimate wrestler, but he had a real drinking problem.
He was usually drunk in the ring, but he was a great showman and he got tremendous heat for
15 minutes before we even touched each other. I followed instructions and lost. The show was a
sellout - over 6,000 people andI got $125. George got a guarantee plus a percentage, probably
$500 for that show, maybe more.” Gorgeous George died in 1963, broke and without a
functioning liver.But Eddie’s main events were few, even in tank towns like Tacoma. By the early
1960s, Eddie became fatalistic about his wrestling career. “I was upset about my payoffs and
being beaten every night. I was always told, ‘Take a loss in 15 minutes.’ I’d offer to help out in the
office by putting up posters and doing interviews for radio stations, and they’d give me gas
money. I had no education and no mechanical skills. I felt that this was all I could do. I was a
mediocre wrestler but I never got a break, never got the push.” Eddie went to Europe where he
wrestled in England, France and South Africa. In South Africa, he wrestled as Daniel Boone
Savage “from the hills of West Virginia” for which he was told to grow a beard, not to bathe and
tell newspaper reporters he refused to sleep in hotels; he was required to pose for pictures with
a brick in one hand (his pillow) and a handful of raw meat in the other. The stupid gimmick
produced sellouts and Eddie became a wrestling sensation in South Africa, earning 12% of the
gates for the first and last time in his wrestling career.But Eddie’s glory days didn’t last long. After
injuring his knees, he took a few months vacation in Italy where he rested and ate pasta. By the
time Eddie returned to the Steubenville in 1966 for knee surgery, he was overweight and out of
shape, and decided to retire from the ring and go into wrestling promotion. “I opened a wrestlers’
training school in Steubenville and trained several wrestlers but I couldn’t get them booked
because I wasn’t a member of the [National Wrestling] Alliance. I attended one of the NWA’s
annual meetings, but they wouldn’t let me in. I tried to promote in Steubenville, Wheeling and
Pittsburgh, but the NWA tangled me up in a bind: when I got some talent together, they blocked
the arenas and TV stations; when I got access to the arenas, they wouldn’t give me wrestlers.
Finally, I asked them to give me just one town and I’d promote for the NWA. They said they didn’t
need any more local promoters in the area.”Finally, Eddie left wrestling and settled for oddjobs,
working as a masseuse and security guard. For awhile, he worked as a bouncer at P. J. Clarkes,
the New York nightclub where he met an Italian movie casting director who thought Eddie’s
heavyweight looks were film material. Eddie went back to Italy where he played bit parts in 27
spaghetti westerns, one of which was the jailer in The Count of Monte Cristo, his only film shown
in the United States. After his movie career, he returned home and moved to Las Vegas where
he again tried to promote wrestling in 1981 at the Showboat Casino. Using the name Eddie Fay
and with help from old wrestling friends - Chief Big Heart (Richard Vest), Antone “Ripper” Leone
and Joe Blanchard - he organized the first Vegas wrestling promotion in ten years and got Lou
Thesz, then an NWA outlaw, to work as referee for one show. But when news of Eddie’s Las



Vegas promotion spread, Verne Gagne put an end to his TV and Showboat contracts. Afterward,
Eddie returned to Steubenville, broke and sick.Eddie shared these details of his life in wrestling
after his initial letter to me in 1985 when we began regular communication with phone calls and
more letters. And although I never met the man, face- to-face, we developed a genuine
friendship. Eddie was always interested to hear the latest news about my efforts to clean up the
wrestling business, something he felt strongly about, and I kept him up to date. Eddie often said,
“Jim, I’m dying, but I hope and pray that you can carry this thing forward.” And I sensed that my
calls to Eddie were a lifeline for him - although he was very sick, his spirit seemed to just pick up
when we talked about a wrestlers’ union. By 1988, he was living on a monthly Social Security
check of $313.62. He was having a hard time making ends meet, and he was angry. “It’s difficult
- this is all I get to live on after all my years in wrestling” he wrote on one occasion. Eddie had
been hurt so badly by The Business, his only remaining ambition was to help me organize a
union for wrestlers. Like me, Eddie had let pro wrestling’s labor situation get under his skin. And
after it gets under your skin, it can crawl into your heart. I understood that, which was the
essential core of our friendship.I learned a lot about pro wrestling’s earlier days from Eddie’s
stories about The Business in the late 1940s and 1950s, about people he’d known and his
experiences with them. Although Eddie realized nobody in wrestling today remembered him, I
could tell from the wrestling names he dropped that he’d been around a lot of prowrestling’s ugly
history. His stories were sprinkled with references to promoters Jack Pfefer, Jess McMahon and
Jim Barnett and wrestlers Chief Don Eagle, Mike (Baron Michelle) Leone, Lou Thesz, Rikidozan,
Verne Gagne, Chief Big Hart (who knocked out Gagne’s teeth) and Jose “Pepper” Gomez, who
Eddie put over in Pepper’s first match in Visalia, California because “nobody else would.” During
one of our long phone conversations, Eddie said he had a friend outside wrestling who could
help me organize a wrestlers’ union. Eddie’s friend was a wiseguy named Vito (not his real
name), then living inside a prison in Marion, Illinois, but Eddie said Vito would help organize a
union for pro wrestlers when he got out of the slammer. Talking in code, Eddie told about Vito’s
line of work, which was the reason he was in prison: Vito had taken a fall for some other
Steubenville mobster. Another fallguy, we joked privately. I told Eddie I didn’t like the idea of
dealing with a gangster, but Eddie said, “Hey, if the mob gets behind us, it’s a done deal”I
thought about Eddie’s advice for awhile and finally agreed. While Vito was still in prison, Eddie
sent me newspaper clippings about Vito’s collegiate football career at a small school in the
Midwest. Eddie was trying to soften me up about Vito, and he succeeded. When he said that
Vito had played football, I told Eddie, “Hey, if the mob wants to be part of the deal, I don’t give a
shit.” A few months later, Vito got out of prison and Eddie gave me his new phone number. I
called Vito one night, and the conversation was memorable. In an unfriendly baritone out of the
Godfather movies, Vito whispered, “Don’t ever call me again,” and he slammed down the phone.
When I told Eddie about my call to Vito a few days later, he was surprised. And disappointed
because he’d been certain his connections with the Steubenville mob would help us start a
wrestlers’ union. When Eddie recommended I not contact Vito again, I didn’t.At that point, Eddie



seemed to feel he’d done all he could do to help me reform wrestling by establishing a wrestlers’
union, and he encouraged me not to give up. Eddie’s interest continued, sensing that I had taken
this fight further than anybody, and he knew how rare it was for wrestlers to talk back to
promoters by demanding just treatment and to understand legal issues by filing lawsuits and
advancing the cause openly on radio and TV. As an unskilled and uneducated guy, Eddie was
impressed with what I was trying to do and encouraged me to do something else that I hadn’t
thought about: writing a book about the hidden underside of pro wrestling, a book that might
update Eddie’s well-worn copy of Marcus Griffin’s Fall Guys, The Barnums of Bounce published
about 50 years earlier in 1937. Until Eddie mentioned it, I’d never heard of Griffin’s book and
Eddie explained why - Toots Mondt had enough power and money to buy most of the copies of
the first and only printing. After a few months of searching, I finally located a copy through inter-
library loan, and then I understood why Eddie liked it so much. Fall Guys was one of Eddie’s
prized possessions - he often said there wouldn’t be much of his personal property to give away
after he died, but his copy of Fall Guys would be written into his will as a bequest to Jim
Wilson.Eddie Faieta and I exchanged more letters and phone calls for several more years. But
when I last talked to Eddie, he had recently returned from a week of medical tests at a Pittsburgh
hospital. The results were bleak, he said, and he was looking for a nursing home that would take
someone in his financial situation. In a now quieter voice, he said he didn’t want to talk anymore -
“I’m ready to meet the Lord,” Eddie mumbled. I didn’t hear from Eddie again, and a few months
later his telephone at 815 North 6th Street in Apartment 512 was disconnected. I learned later
from the Social Security Administration that Eddie Faieta died on September 18, 1993, four
months before his 65th birthday. Wanting to know more about Eddie’s final days, I called his
pastor at the Pleasant Hill Baptist Church who said Eddie was so destitute at the end that one of
his old girlfriends buried him in a Steubenville cemetery. There was no mention of his death in
local newspapers or anywhere else in the wrestling industry’s newsletters.Eddie Faieta’s
promised copy of Fall Guys never arrived, but Eddie’s spirit still lives within me. As Eddie
realized, the great wrestling exposés of 1985 only chipped away at the code of kayfabe - too
limited by the news media’s peculiar economy of space and time and fascination with working
and blading to get their arms around the whole story. As Eddie and a few others knew, there is a
lot more under pro wrestling’s mask than was seen by those who thought they stripped wrestling
to its naked core. To finally put an end to all of wrestling’s secrets protected by the code of
kayfabe, much remains to be told, and I turn to that now.Sadly, Eddie Faieta isn’t here to hold in
his hands the book he inspired. Nor are countless other former wrestlers whose names once
lighted up arena marquees but were used and abused by the ruthless industry described in
these pages. Many pro wrestling performers from yesterday died in illness and poverty, and
others are alive today but struggling in great need. The stories in this book are told in memory of
these forgotten men and women whom I never met but know very well.Chapter 2R E Q U I E M
F O R A N A L L - A M E R I C A NWHEN I WATCHED the movie Requiem For A Heavyweight
I was touched by this poignant tale of a washed up pug’s slide into the demeaning career twilight



of Indian Chief wrestler. It is an insightful film with great performances by Jackie Gleason, Julie
Harris, Anthony Quinn and Mickey Rooney. At the time, I didn’t know the film came several years
after a Rod Serling play of the same name, and was based loosely on boxer Joe Louis’
controversial entry into pro wrestling in the mid-1950s. Joe Louis was too old to fight and too
indebted to the IRS to stop, and sportswriters had no choice but to headline their stories with a
disapproving Say It Ain’t So, Joe. But when I saw the movie, I didn’t realize that Requiem
presented some uncomfortably close imagery of my own future.There are exceptions to the
Requiem scenario in which an accomplished athlete sells both his talent and dignity to the greed
of the wrestling business for nothing. But for every legitimate athlete from football who is
successful in wrestling - like collegiate and pro football hall of famers Bronko Nagurski of the
Chicago Bears and Leo “The Lion” Nomellini of the 49ers and collegiate hall of famer Alex
Karras of the Detroit Lions or Ernie “Big Cat” Ladd, the All-Pro defensive tackle who played for
eight years with the Chargers, Oilers and Chiefs or Ed “Wahoo” McDaniel, who played
linebacker for nine years with the Jets, Oilers, Broncos and Dolphins or Dick “The Bruiser” Afflis,
who played for the Green Bay Packers in the 1950s —there are countless and forgotten others
who are not.Some athletes, like my old Rams teammate Merlin Olsen, sensibly turned away
from promoter promises. Merlin and his brother Phil were promised $250,000 for a six month
tour; Merlin was to wrestle as Kodiak Kid and brother Phil as The Blonde Grizzly; the Olsens
declined the offer. Over the years, quite a few former NFLers have entered pro wrestling —Kim
Bokamper, Greg Boyd, Darren Drosdov, Bobby Duncum, Sr., Bill Fralic (who used wrestling as
leverage to a better deal with the Falcons), University of Oregon All-American Russ Francis, Bill
Goldberg of the University of Georgia, Kevin Greene, Walter Johnson, Jim Kiick, Butch Reed,
Steve McMichael, Art Michalik, Reggie Miller , Brian Pillman, Otis Sistrunk, Dan Spivey of the
University of Georgia, Lawrence Taylor, Leon White (who became Vader) —as well as some
guys from the old USFL —Jim “Hacksaw” Duggan, Dewey Forte, Ed Gantner, Lex Luger
(Lawrence Pfohl), John “Barbarian” Nord, Ron Simmons, Steve “Dr. Death” Williams and
perhaps others. And some Canadian footballers have wrestled, such as Gene Kiniski, Angelo
Mosca, Wilbur Snyder and George Wells. Three Chicago Bears —William “The Refrigerator”
Perry, Jimbo Covert and Brad Muster —flirted with wrestling’s inducements. And Paul Orndorff
and Jim Niedhart came from football backgrounds. And I was another NFLer the wrestling
business thought it could make money with in the late 1960s and 1970s.One night in the early
spring of 1968 I found myself talking with my brother-in-law Mel and one of his friends at an
Atlanta tavern. As I sat there looking into my bottle and wondering why selling insurance during
the pro football off-season had become so boring, my two companions were discussing the
Masked Superstar who had become very unpopular with the local wrestling crowd. This was
nothing trivial because Georgians take their wrestling seriously, and Mel and his friend were
members of that cult. As Mel and his friend talked about wrestling, my mind wandered back
several years to Pittsburgh, where I had watched Bruno Sammartino on TV and worked out with
him at the Jewish Y. I had known Bruno, I told them. And they asked me for some Bruno stories.



As the beer and the talk and the evening continued on, I was becoming convinced by my
companions to begin training for a career in pro wrestling. I was their nominee to run The
Masked Superstar out of Georgia. I laughed at their less than sober encouragement to enter
wrestling. Then the friend told me he would personally arrange my introduction to Ray Gunkel,
the Atlanta wrestling promoter.So, the football-wrestling connection was on my mind the day I
walked into Gunkel’s Atlanta wrestling office on Chester Avenue in March 1968. The office was
located inside an old, foul smelling arena that seated probably 2,800 people. The building was
no longer regularly used for wrestling shows; now, it housed the promotion’s offices in the back
that overlooked a wrestling ring that was used for rehearsals. There was a small, water-stained
card in the window that said ABC Booking Inc., the only public hint that the office also booked
wrestling shows throughout the region. The Atlanta wrestling promoter, as presented to the
public, was Paul Jones, former wrestler and then an aging wrestling impresario who began the
promotion in 1944. Unknown to the public, the office was actually managed and run by one of
Jones’ secret partners, wrestler Ray Gunkel. Gunkel had been a collegiate wrestling champion
in the late 1940s, an AAU heavyweight at Purdue, and he still wrestled on the cards he
promoted. Now, however, he was in his forties, looking a little overweight and soft and, I thought,
too old for wrestling.Gunkel knew I was playing football with the Atlanta Falcons, and
remembered me from earlier days. “You were Vince Dooley’s first All- American, weren’t you?” I
was pleased he remembered my name, and we talked football for awhile. It was a conversation
that returning athletes savor. Not just for the ego-stroking, but because of the opportunities that
athletic notoriety often brings. After returning from the San Francisco 49ers to play for the
Falcons, I realized that townspeople remember ex-collegiate jocks for the oddest things. I
learned that my career at Georgia had been memorialized in the phrase- “Vince’s first All-
American” I learned later that Ray Gunkel was one of those old-fashioned wrestling promoters -
like Verne Gagne, Bob Geigel, Eddie Graham, Stu Hart, LeRoy McGuirk and Bill Watts - who
liked to recruit legitimate athletes into pro wrestling. So, Gunkel and I talked football for awhile.I
had come to the University of Georgia after being recruited by Wally Butts. I wasn’t one of the big
names coming out of high school athletics nationally because Edgewood High was one of the
smallest schools in Pennsylvania. But I was the biggest kid in the school and I was a good
athlete. Edgewood High had maybe 300 students in a small, middleclass community with nice
neighborhoods, but if you stood out, a big college might take a chance on you. I’d been an all-
around jock in highschool - I was good at tennis, swimming, baseball, basketball and I was one
of those guys who could walk around on my hands all day long, some said. My high school
athletic exploits attracted attention and some people told my parents I could be an Olympic
class swimmer, a tennis star, a great baseball player - just whatever I wanted to do. In fact, I got a
couple of offers to play college basketball.But I also had another characteristic that not many
people knew about. At a very young age, I learned I would have to overcome a serious medical
obstacle to continue in sports. My obstacle was a peculiar and chronic back problem that the
doctors I was taken to didn’t diagnose or know how to treat. As a result, my involvement in sports



required that I adjust to constant discomfort, and I often slept on the floor when it bothered me.
My determination to continue doing sports was sealed in 1951 when I saw a movie that changed
my life - Jim Thorpe, All-American starring Burt Lancaster. As a nine-year old beanpole with an
aching back, I found that famous native American’s life so inspiring, I wanted to be an All-
American running back just like him. And to do that, I knew I had to overcome my back problem
so I started working out with weights in junior high school. I was determined and was willing to
do everything I could do to overcome my obstacle. Even after the doctors told my parents, “Hey
this kid shouldn’t be doing contact sports” and had me wear a back brace for one entire summer;
their advice and back brace therapy only made me more determined to beat my problem. By the
time I was in highschool, I was playing both football and basketball, although I started to focus
on football. My football interest developed about the time Jim Brown became pro football’s most
famous running back. When I watched Jim Brown play on TV and read about him in the
newspapers, I got it in my head that I could be a great running back like Brown. So, between
working out and a bodybuilder diet, I built myself up to Jim Brown’s weight of 230, and tried to
model myself after him - running and breaking tackles and scoring touchdowns. Although he
was faster, I did a pretty good highschool imitation of him that got attention in the Pittsburgh
area.When my highschool football play produced headlines, my parents got a lot of unsolicited
advice about which colleges I should apply to. In my family, everybody in several generations
went to college, and there was never any question about my brothers and sister and me going to
college, only which one; in my case, there was a good chance for an athletic scholarship. My
grandfather on my mother’s side, “Pop” Milligan, had tried out for football at Princeton in the early
1900s but didn’t make the team; now, it was time to correct that mistake, and I was apparently
the guy to do it.This is a probably good place to say something about my family’s expectations
and the history of those expectations. When I was 18, I didn’t understand these things, but now I
see more clearly how my family’s background shaped not only my personality but certain
choices I’ve made over the years. I grew up in a household where everybody read newspapers
and books, developed an interest in politics and social issues, and had a sense of family history.
On my mother’s side, there was a long lineage of persons who had been involved in American
history, politics and education. My maternal grandmother was an eleventh generation
descendant of John Alden and Pricilla Mullins who traveled to America on the Mayflower. My
mother’s great, great, great uncle was Rev. Timothy Alden, a New England clergyman who
founded Allegheny College in 1815; a great, great uncle on my mother’s side was Howard Eaton,
an early rancher in the West and a pal of TeddyRoosevelt. My great Aunt Guffie Miller was
national Democratic chairwoman when FDR was President, and her family donated money and
land to Slippery Rock College, which is why several buildings there are named for her; her
brother Joe was a two-term US Senator from Pennsylvania.On my father’s side, my grandfather
E. W. Wilson was a Wall Street bond broker while my father Edward attended The Hotchkiss
School in Lakeville, Connecticut. My father’s side of the family had several military leaders,
including Dad who was a Navy captain in World War II and a highly decorated officer (two



Legion of Merit medals for bravery, a bronze star, a Purple Heart with Oak Leaf for being
wounded five times, the American Theater Meal, the Pacific Theater Medal with two bronze
stars for participation in two major campaigns, a European Theater medal with a gold star for
five major campaigns, a World War I Victory Medal and World War II Victory Medal and the Croix
de Guerre with Palm for liberation of France) for his service in north Africa, Sicily, Italy, the Pacific
and Normandy. When I was a boy on Dad’s lap, he placed my small hand on the pieces of
shrapnel and slugs still lodged in his head, located too close to his brain to remove. He was a
genuine freedom fighter all over the globe in the world’s bloodiest war, and he was my personal
hero.
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John Franklin Smith Jr., “The curtain pulled back.. If you are a fan who just wants to read about
angles and entertainment, this is not for you. But if you want the behind the scenes look at "the
business" you have found your book.Well written, and heartbreaking!I am a fan of over forty
years, and I consider myself somewhat of a Wrestling historian, but I had no idea what these
performers put up with, or have put up with.If you love wrestling, you owe it to yourself to read
this.5 Stars”

Hawk, “Excellent history of Atlanta wrestling and the Early NWA. Authors writing ability was
much better then his wrestling ability, however this doesn't mean he couldn't have been
promised the NWA Title as wrestling ability wasn't what made a NWA Champion a Champion.
Drawing people to the daily shows and the ability to travel the country and world 300+ days a
year without complaints was what made you a Champion.”

Patrick Robinson, “Exposure to Pro Wrestling. Interesting accounts on events!”

Securitydog, “Chokehold. I thought it was good but way to long drags on about his obsession
with the NWA and the big sex scandel was just a invatation not a sexual advance or threat as I
read it.Seems like he was blacked balled and that was good reading and his fight was a long
battle but just seems like he was out gunned but it just drags on and on about a lot of the same
stuff.By the end you will feel real sorry for all he lost in his battle”

R. Guenthner, “Interesting news. I have not finished reading the book, about half way. So far
some new things have been brought to my attention. I am a fan of pro wrestling, even though I
know it is not "legit". I never knew how poorly the men were treated by the promoters. Someday I
hope these guys will get the benifits they deserve.”

David B., “Great book as long as you read it carefully, and the Kindle version is a bargain.. Here's
what it comes down to:As long as you know how to read the book and take a grain of salt with
certain parts about Jim Wilson's personal story, it's awesome. The research is incredible, with
lots of interesting details from cases that Wilson and his attorneys found doing discovery for his
own lawsuits against the NWA, Jim Barnett, and so on. It's also a very interesting look into the
Georgia promotional war. For $4, it's a must-buy for anyone into wrestling history.”

Nigel Patterson, “Powerful and sobering account of Pro-Wrestling!. Fascinating behind the
scenes account of the generally unregulated, un-unionised "sports entertainment" that is pro
wrestling. The author, Jim Wilson, was an All-American at the University of Georgia, ex-NFL star
and pro-wrestler. Wilson's account of the behind-the-scenes politics, dishonesty and
manipulation of pro-wrestlers makes for powerful and sobering reading.”



Iain Kidd, “Great expose of the NWA days. Wilson has written a fantastically detailed and well
researched book about "The Business" during the days of the territories. It is a no punches
pulled expose covering everything from short tales about individual wrestlers to the corruption
and abuses of the system as a whole and the promoters. It is significantly weaker when
discussing the Ted Turner WCW and Vince McMahon Jr WWF/E years and seems to be much
less well researched.Infamous incidents such as the Montreal double cross is noted with
information from 1-2 sources as, apparently, is information about Vince's takeover of WWE and
WCW under Ted Turner. With that being said this only takes up one or so chapters of the book
and the rest is, far and away, the best book ever written about the NWA. HIGHLY recommended.”

Hollywood, “Chokehold or joke hold. Where does the truth lie?. This book is an interesting read.
Unsure of who to believe after hearing many sides of story but glad I read this to hear Big Jim’s
side. Should be an episode on Dark Side of Wrestling tv show”

The book by Jim Wilson has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 34 people have provided feedback.
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